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Abstract: Due to the technology of IOT the human daily life 

services were became easier. With this technology the scalability 

will become very more to handle this kind of networks 6LOWPAN 

protocol was used, In this 6LOWPAn networks the RPL protocol 

was used to route the packets. The RPL protocol is constrain 

protocol particularly suits for the constrain node. Due to this 

constrain behavior this protocol may leads to many attacks. The 

attacks may be a black hole, wormhole, sinkhole etc. This paper 

was focused on Black hole attack. The black hole attack was 

simulated in the Contiki cooja simulator and proposed an 

detection approach based on the threshold value of each node in 

the network, to this black hole attack and the results was 

generated by using the contiki cooja simulator the results shows 

the effectiveness of the proposed technique in terms of the packet 

delivery rate, detection rate of attack. 

 
Index Terms: IOT, attack, black-hole, detection, prevention, 

Threshold Value 

I. INTRODUCTION 

IoT is a network of billions of big and small communicating 

devices. WSN are subnet of IoT. Devices in WSN are small 

sensor nodes having memory and power constraints and 

addressed using IPv6. Sensor nodes communicate with each 
other as per specifications provides by IEEE 802.15.4. 

Protocols corresponding to physical and data link layer are 

specified in IEEE 802.15.4. Specialized task group formed by 

IETF has defined header compression and framing technique 

to facilitate communication between sensor nodes using IPv6 

over a network of low power and low rate devices is called 

6LoWPAN [1].   

 In future IoT is a billion of sensing, actuating, and smart 

devices with processing these able to connect internet. 

Combining of various social networks into the Internet of 

Things was leads to the Social IoT (SIoT) which enables 
people connected devices to interact, and also facilitate to 

share the information [2]. The IoT architecture consists of 

different layers first one is object layer or perception layer 

aim of these layer is to collect and process the information. 

Second layer is object abstraction layer used to collect data 

that produced by the objects/things in first layer to the server 

management layer through secure channel. Third layer is 

server management layer it is also known as middleware 

layer which will pair a services with its requests based on 

names and addresses. Fourth layer is application layer 
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provides by the services requested by customers. And final 

layer layers is business layer it is also called as management  

layer the overall services and activates done by these layer 

only [3]. 

 RPL is a routing protocol used to send and receive packets 

from and to the source and destination nodes. This protocol is 

particularly designed by the IETF for the 6LoWPAN based 

networks, which is in the adaptation layer of the IoT protocol 

layered structure. This RPL is constrained protocol with the 

loop free topologies with the DODAG structure. DODAG 

stands for the destination oriented directed acyclic graph as 

shown in the Figure 1 [4]. 
 6LoWPAN is a hybrid protocol. It is a combination of the 

both the compression versions of IPv6 and wireless personal 

area networks. So this is called as a compressed protocol. 

This is used to establish connectivity among things in the IoT 

networks. IPv6 is a internet protocol which will provide the 

unique address to the things in the network and the WPAN is 

a wireless personal area network, which will establish a 

connectivity among things with in the area of the in and 

around the persons. Here the RPL was used for routing. As 

this are constrained protocols, which will leads to the many 

attacks. [5]. some of the attacks in RPL protocol, but their 
main contribution consists in an IDS (Intrusion Detection 

System) goal is to detect these attacks. Presents an evaluation 

in the emulation environment Cooja using the contiki OS2 of 

four attacks targeting the RPL protocol [6]. 

 
Figure 1: RPL routing protocol DODAG Instances 

 

As the RPL works in the manner of DODAG to establish a 

communication between nodes, it was done based on the 

Rank of every node in the network. The rank is a physical 

distance of a node with respect to the root node and the 

neighbor nodes to itself. While establishing the route among 

nodes, the nodes in network will select the lesser rank 

node[7]. RPL is a constrained protocol and it has vast 

applications in the fields like Agriculture, Healthcare, etc. the 

applications like smart home, smart school, smart industry, 

smart city, etc.[8]. 
 RPL was standardized by 

the IETF as a constrained 

routing protocol for the low 

power and lossy networks 
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like the 6LoWPAN. This protocol as a security features like 

the integrity and confidentiality while transmitting the 
packets from source to destination. [9]. Due to the 

constrained behavior of the RPL protocol, it may affect with 

the attacks like Rank attack, Wormhole attack, Black hole 

attack, Selective forward attack, etc.  The nodes will 

advertise the wrong rank to attract the other nodes for 

establishing the route, this is called as the rank attack. In the 

worm hole attack the tunneling will be formed for 

transmitting of the data. In the black hole more packets will 

be dropped, whereas in the selective forwarding attack the 

packets will be forwarded selectively and remaining packets 

will be dropped [10].  
 RPL will support the topologies like DODAG; will be in 

the form of One to One or one to many. As in the DODAG 

every node will be point towards the root node. Based on the 

Rank of the nodes in DODAG, the nodes in the network may 

be act as root node, child nodes and parent nodes. The nodes 

may be a storing nodes or non-storing nodes, but the root 

node will be always storing node [11]. Attacks may be a 

internal or external, the existing security mechanisms of the 

RPL protocol can mitigate the external attacks but not the 

internal attack. The mitigation techniques for the internal 

attack in the RPL are a Research gap [12]. 

RPL is a Constrained protocol which suits for the 
constrained devices. The constrained devices means where 

the computing power, electric power, size will be low 

compared to the traditional devices. Due to this constrained 

behavior, it leads to one of the major attack like the black 

hole attack. It is an attack which drops the packets instead of 

sending to the other nodes. The solutions to mitigate these 

attacks are very less and which will not cover the colluding of 

the black hole attack. So need to develop the approached to 

mitigate the black hole attack [13]. 

 With the power of the IoT technology, most of the 

industries are using this technology, the industries like 
factories, constructions, health care, agriculture, etc. with this 

can develop the vast applications like the smart wearable, 

remote controlling of the patients, remote controlling of the 

agriculture fields, etc. [14]. 

In the RPL protocol the IETF has defined two objective 

functions 1. Objective function zero (OFO) 2. Minimum 

Rank with hysterias objective Function(MRHOF) like the 

traditional protocols AODV, OSPF the RPL has no security 

mechanism to avoid the attacks[18]. 

The nature of the black-hole attack is dropping the packets 

without forwarding it to other node. This attack is of two 

types single black-hole attack and colliding black-hole  
attacking as shown in figure. 

 
Figure 2: Black hole attacks (black color ones is an attack 

nodes) 

In the single black-hole attack only one node will drop the 

packets where as in the colliding attack two nodes will 

collaborate and try to drop the packets [13].  

II. RELATED WORK 

In [13] author proposed an approach that which detect the  
black hole attack by consuming low power and with high 

reliability. The proposed approach is the two step approach. 

First step is the verification process and the send phase is the 

detection phase. In the verification process the nodes in the 

network will verify the routing behaviors of the nodes. Based 

on that, in the send phase the root node will detects the 

malicious black hole attack nodes in the network.  

 In [14] author proposed a technique based on the trustiness 

of the nodes by considering the past behaviors of the nodes. 

With this parameter the black hole attack was detected. Here 

every node past behaviors was checked, if it drops the packets 
more than 50 percentage, then that particular node was not 

considered for constructing the DODAG. 

 
Figure 3 : RPL Protocol in IoT Network 

In this paper [15] the author has simulated the RPL protocol 

in 6LOWPAN  networks, by using the contiki cooja 

simulator then they simulated the black-hole attack in that 

RPL protocol. They noticed that the delay was increased the 

packet delivery rate was decreased etc. and they finally 

concluded that the RPL protocol with the black-hole attack 
will disturb the healthy network in terms of the delay and 

ratio of the packet delivery rate. 

In this paper[16] authors has analyzed the behavior of the 

routing attacks like black-hole, clone attack, civil, sinkhole 

attack, and selective forwarding attacks and concluded that 

due to this attack the network may damage in terms of 

network throughput the experimental results was shown by 

using the netsim2. 

In this paper [17]  proposed an deep learning approach to 

detect the routing attacks in the internet of things to 

simulating the proposed system contiki cooja to  simulator 

was used. Here the proposed system will detect the routing 
attacks like hello flood, version number modification attack 

and decreased rank attack. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

Here proposed an algorithm for detection of the black-hole 

attack based on the threshold value of each node in the 

RPLDODAG. The Threshold value will be calculated based 

on the packet drop ratio of every individual node. The packet 

drop ratio was calculated by formula (1) 

 

PDR=Nin-Nout    ----------------------------------(1) 

Where, 
Nin  is the number of in packets of each node. 

Nout is the number of out packets of each node. 

Threshold Value=TV=
   

   
      

Where, ‘TV’ is threshold 

value. 

The Steps of algorithm was 

shown in algorithm 1. 
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Algorithm 1: Proposed Algorithm for detection of 

Black-hole Attack. 

/* Where X is a root node and Y is other nodes, is the 

black-hole node, TV is the threshold value of individual 

node, N is the Normal node.*/ 

0:  Start 

1:  root node ‘X’ broadcast the DIO 

2:  Other node ‘Y’ this is the message DIO  

3:                                   Other  node ‘Y’ send the DAO to the root 
node ‘X’ 

4:  root node ‘X’ multicast the DAO-ACK to node ‘Y’ 

                                       IF 

                                             Can join the DODAG 

                                       ELSE 

                                              Cannot join the DODAG 

5:   The DODAG will constructed by repeating the steps 1-4 

6:   The node ‘X’ sends the DIO (to collects the threshold 

value of each node). 

7:   Node ‘y’ will send the DAO(Threshold value) 

8:   Node ‘X’ sends the DAO-ACK  

                                        IF   Threshold value>60 % (PDR) 
                                                 Malicious node detected make 

as ‘Z’ Black-hole node). 

                                       ELSE   

                                                  Normal nodes(make as ‘N’) 

9:End 

 

 
(a) Things Network 

 

 
(b) Node 4 has a black hole code 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(c) Detected black hole attack 

 
(d) Removed the detected malicious node from the 

DODAG of the RPL 

Figure 4: Working Scenario of the Algorithm 

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

The proposed system was simulated in the cooja simulated 

with the simulation parameters that mention in table1 

Table 1: Simulation Parameter 

Parameters Values 

Normal Nodes 30 

Malicious Nodes 3 

Node Type Sky Mote 

Objective Function OFO 

Simulation Time 20 minutes 

Event Triggering Every 1 minute 
 

The various simulation scenarios are below  
Simulation Scenarios: 

Scenario1: With 30 Normal Nodes. 

Scenario2: 30 Normal Nodes with 3 black hole attack nodes. 

Scenario3: 30 Normal Nodes with 3 black hole attack nodes 

with proposed system. 

The three scenario results where shown in the figure 4,5,6,7 

 
Figure 5: Nodes on Cooja Simulator 
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The packet delivery ratio, the end to end delay, true positive 

rate and false positive rate was calculated by using the 
formula 1, 2,3 

 
Figure 6: Packet delivery Rate 

 

End to End Delay= ETED(Ni)=NiPi- NiPo                             

-------------------------------------------(2) 

Where, 

 NiPi is the packet received time of each node. 

NiPo is the packet transmitted time of each node. 

ETED= ETED(N1)+ ETED(N2)+--------------------+ 

ETED(Nn)         -----------------------------(3) 

 
Figure 7: End to End delay 

 
Figure 8: Attack Detection Rate for the proposed system 

V. CONCLUSION 

An efficient detection and prevention algorithm was 

proposed for the black-hole attack in the RPL based 

6LOWpan networks in the IOT technology. Here the 

detection of Black-hole was done based on the threshold 

value of each node in the RPL DODAG. The threshold value 

was calculated based on the packet drop ratio of every node. 

The experimental setup was done by using the coontiki cooja 

simulators in three scenarios. In Scenario 1, with all normal 

nodes, where as in scenario 2, with attack nodes and in 

scenario 3, attack nodes with the proposed technique. The 
results were proved the effectiveness of proposed system in 

terms of the attack detection rate, End to End delay and 

packet delivery rate. 
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